This study connects design history with design practice, and focuses on editorial introductions found within the first issues of a broad cross section of design periodicals launched around the world between 1902-2015. This body of literature includes a diverse range of scholarly / peerre viewed journals, professional magazines, and designerauthored publications. All of these are somehow connected with visual communication design and related disciplines. Many design periodicals began publication to provide or facilitate thought leadership, criticism, research or scholarly inquiry within particular social, economic, and industrial contexts. Their introductory issues, and often the editorial mission statements contained within them, may be read as calls to action, or manifestos, among the various constituencies of the professional or academic design communities, or their clienteles, or among the broad array of vendors and manufacturers that the work of designers affects. As a means to critically examine these writings on what design is, does, and might be, this author prototyped a 'new' text, with lines extracted from these introduc tions. The resulting new text, Vision in the Making, makes visible a collection of design writings that contain informational as well as expressive content, and may not otherwise receive close attention. In this paper, this study's context and method are followed by Vision in the Making in the form of a visual essay.
Introduction
Some theoretical approaches to thinking about design and methods for designing begin quietly, while others roar into existence. In design writing, the definitive boundary that separates a 'manifesto' from an 'editorial' is often a matter of context, and intent. Published visionary statements are familiar territory for designers, and any one particular 'design manifesto' can mark the includes a diverse range of scholarly / peer-reviewed journals, professional magazines, and designer-authored publications, and these are all connected to communication design and related fields. a Specifically, I began reading through editors' introductions within the first issues of these publications. Here could be found the presence of cautiously assertive yet authoritative voices. Very often when there is a shift or debut of authority, something new ignites; these first words, written by editors and sometimes referred to as 'letters,' often read as calls to action.
Occupying a space between scholarly advocacy, professional correspondence, and manifesto, these texts hold a curious position within the greater scheme of periodical publication and within design history. They also serve to introduce a long-term project of mine that has been taking shape over countless hours (days, months, years ...) of critiquing, curating, organizing, selecting, and authoring. These essays may be omitted from tables of contents and not referenced in other literature. Their authorship may be credited to named persons, initials, or simply "The Editors." In asserting a conceptual framework for the future and setting the public tone for a new periodical, they provide written evidence of new voices, new directions, and new goals for design. Pushing for change, an editor's first words are not quite research or practice, but they are certainly evidence of lived experience, and they reflect a critical observation of a discipline or field.
This study focuses on my investigation of a history of design through a critical review and re-contextualization of inaugural, publication-based reflections on design practice. This experiential framing offers a new way to understand what design is, does, and might be. It begins with an overview of English-language design periodicals situated within a historiographic framework. This is followed by observations about the meta-subjectivity, visual characteristics and linguistic variations found in these types of publications. I then document and reflect on a 'prototyping' process for cut-and-paste design practice in which I use extracted lines of text from first-issue editorial introductions to compose a new text. The result, Vision in the Making, is presented as an intertextual composition -a 'manifesto' made manifest in the form of a visual essay.
Design Periodicals
In the early twentieth century, writing in graphic design, advertising or com- to define because it is constantly changing, which presents a problem: "How, then, can we establish a body of knowledge about something that has no fixed identity?;" 6 indeed, discussing these publications solely within a comprehensive, chronological arrangement may, "… assert a continuity among objects and actions that are in reality discontinuous." 7 Similarly, discussing singular meanings of design artifacts is "… ignoring the fact that design is a process of representation. It represents political, economic, and cultural power and values within the different spaces occupied, through engagement with different subjects." 8 In this study, language used in editorial introductions represents the vision or self-awareness of its writer(s), and is thus concretely tied to the new periodical's imagined or proposed future; this vision is integrated with the subject matter of the publication, as well as with the facilitation of its specific discourse. As a result, a problem is encountered in this study: given the rather subjective nature of editorial introductions, how might these texts be effectively studied to expose their humanistic qualities, as well as their critical observations on design? Discussion on subjectivity in design history suggests that artifacts speak and must be translated, but "… how far can we go in our trans- My approach combines social and historiographic inquiry with design practice.
The decision to work this way follows my previous research on Dada language games, cut-up, b and DJ remix approaches to inform a framework for creating new messages. 11 However, rather than relying on elements of chance, this study involved close readings of the texts, followed by the deliberate extraction and arrangement of lines. This process of reading through cut-and-paste Vision in the Making is historiographic because of the nature of its contents and ahistorical in terms of its design. My process, which was subjective in that my voice is present as the designer-composer, was guided by visionary and self-aware language and not by historical markers (figure 2). As the composer making this new text, it was impossible to distance myself from the content. 
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In order to craft a manifesto that could potentially speak to anyone (or everyone) connected with design, I sought to bridge issues and attitudes; by doing this, various lineages converge, and it becomes a tapestry of discourses. Power shifts between scholarly and professional concerns are purposefully merged.
Though liberties were taken in juxtaposing and combining phrases, all sources are referenced, and the bibliography itself is an homage to authors, generations, and audiences ( figure 3 ). Transition words were added and some pronouns replaced to build a more fluid reading experience. Specific periodical names are substituted with "our project" or similar. These paper iterations took final shape through digital composition (figure 4).
Observations
Through this study, a number of observations emerged regarding visual character and use of language. These form a starting point for future in-depth analysis of and about these periodicals.
Visually, the texts may be described across a spectrum of graphic character. At one end of this spectrum is the editor introduction for the Jour- (1975) , which "… has no budget whatever" and was begun as a response to "… a noticeable lack of serious and scholarly work addressed specifically to problems of the profession." 15 Its appearance suggests it was produced manually with a typewriter for a small community, was low-budget, and was without graphic embellishment of any kind. At the opposite end of the spectrum is Zed (1994), with its playful and rhythmic layout, a publication that sought to "identify and embrace the mar- Language also varies among the introductions. For the most part, the founding editors write to inform and make one or more emotional appeals.
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This approach was also used to guide the editorial and visual structure of Vision in the Making. The editors of the periodicals I have examined during my study acquaint audiences with their periodical's focus, perspective, and context. In so doing, one periodical is differentiated from the others that occupy its disciplinary landscape, and its practical function is established. Nonetheless, these texts also contain expressive language that encourages readers and entices potential contributors. The editors challenge ideas of the past while anticipating the future, and phrases such as 'we will,' 'we want,' 'the world needs,' 'our as an amusing narrative in its own right; as a starting point for learning titles,
